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Yun chujiu clapped her hands. “Aunt, did you hear that? ! They are more willing to receive your 

encouragement and affirmation, so I will reluctantly accept those pieces of junk that they don’t value!” 

The hall master’s wife felt a headache coming on. Initially, she thought that the students of Tianyuan 

Academy were the favored ones of the heavens, but now that she looked at them, they were a bunch of 

F * cking trash! Even more trash than the little trash! ! You guys are just going to let her lead you by the 

nose like that? ? ! Can’t you think of a way to refute her? ! ! Dean Huangfu saw that the hall master’s 

wife was so angry that her expression had changed, he hurriedly tried to smooth things over and said, 

“Hall Master’s wife, what they said is right. It is our great honor for you to be able to come to our 

Tianyuan Academy. Why don’t I get a few student representatives to showcase their results and let you 

appraise them?” The hall master’s wife knew that Dean Huangfu was only giving her a way out, so she 

could only nod her head. “Alright, the students of Tianyuan Academy have always been outstanding. I 

believe that they will not disappoint me.” These student representatives naturally wanted to leave a 

good impression on the hall master’s wife. Although the spirit weapon had been shamelessly taken by 

Yun Chujiu as her own, it was still extremely beneficial to be able to obtain the hall master’s wife’s 

affirmation, thus, each and every one of them scrambled to demonstrate their specialties. Some 

performed fist techniques, some performed sword techniques, some performed materialization of 

spiritual energy, and some directly took out refined pills for the palace master’s wife to look at.. Almost 

all of the students performed their specialty moves. Only one person sat as steady as a mountain and 

ate nonstop. F * ck, she wasn’t even full from lunch just now, so she could only eat a few snacks. The 

palace mistress was in no mood to watch those performances. She had been thinking about how she 

could make Yun Chujiu lose face and how she could turn the tables. She was really angry today! Not only 

did she not achieve her goal of coming here, but she also brought along a lot of spirit weapons. It was 

simply a double loss for the mistress. When the palace mistress saw Yun Chujiu eating and eating, she 

couldn’t help but say, “Little Jiu, the others have all performed their specialties. You’ve been in school 

for three months already. Have you learned how to Materialize Your Spirit Energy?” When the crowd 

heard the palace mistress’question, they all had complicated expressions on their faces. Could it be that 

they had misunderstood? In fact, the palace mistress had come to stand up for Yun Chujiu? Otherwise, 

why would she ask Yun Chujiu what she was best at? What this fellow was best at, and what he was 

most proud of, was the materialization of spiritual power! The palace mistress, however, misunderstood 

everyone’s expressions. She was secretly delighted. It seemed that trash was indeed trash. Yun chujiu 

must not have learned how to materialize her spiritual power yet! Coincidentally, Yun Chujiu had been 

busy cultivating these few days and did not return to the Long Wind Inn. Therefore, shopkeeper Qi did 

not know about Yun chujiu’s heroic deeds, so the Lady of the hall master naturally had no way of 

knowing. When Yun Chujiu heard the lady of the Hall master ask this question, an embarrassed 

expression appeared on her face. “Aunt, you still don’t know me? I’m the most lazy person. I’ve been 

cultivating for three days and fishing for fish two days, and I’ve only learned about most of the 

materialization of spiritual power. It’s better not to perform, lest I embarrass you.” Everyone wished 

they could strangle her to death. Aren’t you afraid of being struck by lightning for lying so blatantly? ! 

The level of materialization of spiritual power had crushed all the low-level materialization of spiritual 



power in a month’s time, and you’re still not satisfied? The palace master’s wife did not know the twists 

and turns in this matter. When she heard Yun chujiu say this, she felt that Yun Chujiu had not learned it 

at all, with a sullen face, she said, “You’re really disappointing! You are already lucky enough to be able 

to enter the Tianyuan Academy, yet you still don’t know how to improve? “Show me immediately, I 

want to see how disappointing you are “It can’t be that you haven’t learned it yet, right?” 

 


